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When are elections held for your Chapter’s Board?
Please indicate month and year of your last election.
The election is due in 2019.

# Regional Chapter members
20

# Full ISPOR members
8

Collect membership dues or fees from individuals?
No

Annual dues?

Chapter benefits
Sharing information with our international colleagues, get acquaintance with the news in PE, HTA in the developed countries.

Chapter’s accomplishments in 2016 with regard to membership recruitment, retention, and engagement
Every year our chapter has new members who engage in chapter activities.

Chapter’s accomplishments in 2016 with regard to education and training
Chapter members attended short courses at the ISPOR 21st International Meeting and 19th European Congress; presented various posters.

Chapter’s accomplishments in 2016 with regard to research
Most of the Chapter members are taking an active part in the research work of the university projects.

Chapter’s accomplishments in 2016 with regard to policy-related activities
HTA group has been organized by the ISPOR Georgia Chapter to conduct trainings and workshops.

Chapter’s accomplishments with regard to Chapter meetings, workshops, or conferences
Chapter members attended the Armenia Chapter Conference and workshops.

Chapter member’s accomplishments, including articles of note or awards
Natia Kvizhinadze has been awarded the ISPOR Travel Grant for the ISPOR 21st International Meeting in Washington DC.

Describe any regional patient engagement activities
We don’t have it yet developed.

Describe any activities organized for students or new professionals
We involve students in our training activities, publications, invite them to attend ISPOR meetings.

Chapter Affiliations
Sponsorship Agreements
Formal comments to governments or health authorities
Input to national or regional HTA activities
Committees or special interest groups
Registered with regional authorities
Student, HTA, Research
No
Chapter's main goals for 2017

The main goal is to organize a chapter conference, attend ISPOR 22nd International in Boston and 20th European Congress in Glasgow, to translate some of the GPOR articles into Georgian, to translate some books in PE into Georgian language.

3 challenges the Chapter is facing at the start of 2017

1. Financial support.
2. Lack of books and training materials in HTA and PE.
3. Lack of experts to organize trainings in HTA and PE in the country.
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